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Introduction

As CPU speeds double every couple of years following Moore’s law[1], memory speed lags
behind. Because of this increasing gap between the speeds of processors and memory, in order to achieve high performance on modern systems new techniques such as longer pipeline,
deeper memory hierarchy, and hyper threading have been introduced into the hardware
design. Meanwhile, compiler optimization techniques have been developed to transform
programs written in high-level languages to run efficiently on modern architectures[2, 3].
These program transformations include loop blocking[4, 5], loop unrolling[2], loop permutation, fusion and distribution[6, 7]. To select optimal parameters such as block size, unrolling
factor, and loop order, most compilers compute these values with analytical models referred
to as model-driven optimization. In contrast, empirical optimization techniques generate
a large number of code variants with different parameter values for an algorithm, for example matrix multiplication. All these candidates run on the target machine, and the
one that gives the best performance is picked. With this empirical optimization approach
ATLAS[8, 9], PHiPAC[10], OSKI[11], and FFTW[12] successfully generate highly optimized
libraries for dense and sparse linear algebra kernels and FFT respectively. It has been shown
that empirical optimization is more effective than model-driven optimization[13].
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Generic Code Optimization (GCO) Framework

Current empirical optimization techniques such as ATLAS and FFTW can achieve good
performance because the algorithms to be optimized are known ahead of time. We are
addressing this limitation by extending the techniques used in ATLAS to the optimization
of arbitrary code. Since the algorithm to be optimized is not known in advance, compiler
technology is required to analyze the source code and generate the candidate implementations. The ROSE project[14, 15] from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory provides,
among other things, a source-to-source code transformation tool that can produce blocked
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and unrolled versions of the input code. Combined with our search heuristic we can use the
ROSE LoopProcessor to perform empirical code optimization [16, 17]. For example, we can
direct the LoopProcessor to perform automatic loop blocking at varying sizes, which we can
then evaluate to find the best block size for that loop. To perform the evaluations, we have
developed a test infrastructure that automatically generates a timing driver for the routine
based on a simple description of the arguments. Since the search space may be too large to
feasibly perform an exhaustive search, we have implemented search strategies based on established optimization techniques, such as the simplex method and genetic algorithms. We
have also implemented a random search to determine whether there is any benefit to using
these techniques or if it will suffice to just choose a certain number of points at random.
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Figure 1: GCO Framework
Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the Generic Code Optimization system. The
code is fed into the loop processor for optimization and separately fed into the timing
driver generator which generates the code that actually runs the optimized code variant to
determine its execution time. The results of the timing are fed back into the search engine.
Based on these results, the search engine may adjust the parameters used to generate the
next code variant. In the future, the initial set of parameters could be estimated based on
the characteristics of the hardware (e.g. cache sizes).

3

Tuning the Multiresolution Analysis Kernel with GCO

As part of our participation in the Performance Engineering Research Institute (PERI)∗ , we
were made aware of an opportunity to apply our GCO framework to a performance limiting
kernel for the MADNESS framework for adaptive multiresolution methods in multiwavelet
bases † [18]. The kernel is encapsulated in the function doitgen in the original source code.
∗
†

http://www.peri-scidac.org/
http://www.csm.ornl.gov/ccsg/html/projects/madness.html
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Feature
Processor Speed
L1 Instruction
L1 Data
L2
OS
Compiler

Pentium 4
1.7GHz
12KB
8KB
256KB
Linux
gcc 3.4.4

Woodcrest
3.0 GHz
32KB
32KB
128KB
Linux
gcc 3.4.6

Opteron
2.0GHz
64KB
64KB
1024KB
Linux
gcc 3.4.6

Table 1: Processor Specifications
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Figure 2: Pentium 4
The function doitgen is a good candidate for empirical tuning since it has a loop nest
that can be optimized and the loops contain no external function calls. Since the ROSE
LoopProcessor does not yet support Fortran, we translated the code to C using f2c. Section
4.1 shows the reference code after the conversion. In Section 4.3, the special comments at the
top of the wrapper code are directives used by the GCO system to generate the appropriate
testing driver and Makefile. These argument specification directives are written by hand.
The function doitgen has a relatively small search space because the upper bound of each
dimension of the input array is 31. Therefore, the more sophisticated search techniques
were not necessary and a brute force search was used. We tested all block sizes from 1 to
31 and for unrolling, we limited the maximum unroll amount to the selected block size.
Otherwise, if the unroll amount is greater than the block size, the unrolled section would
not be executed. So far we have done experiments on Intel Pentium 4, Intel Core Duo
(Woodcrest), and AMD Opteron. The specifications of these platforms are shown in Table
1. Section 4.2 shows the GCO-generated code on Opteron. A comparison of the performance
of the reference code, the hand-tuned code, and the GCO generated doitgen code is shown
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Figure 3: Woodcrest
in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The hand-tuned code (designated “RH tuned doitgen” in the graphs)
was unrolled to varying depths by hand. The GCO-generated code is about 1.5 to 2 times
faster than the hand-tuned version, and 2 to 3 times faster than the reference code. With
the GCO approach, after writing the argument specification directives, the tuning process
is automatic and took less than five minutes in this case.

4
4.1

Source Code
Reference doitgen

int doitgen ref (double *a, int *ia1, int *ia2,
int *ia3, double *x, int *ldx, int *np,
int *nq, int *nr, int *ns)
{
/* System generated locals */
int x dim1, x offset, i 1, i 2, i 3, i 4;
/* Local variables */
static int p, q, r , s;
static double t0[30];
static int qr, pqr;
static double sum;
static int sqr;

doitgen ref
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/* This is the original version . . . a new port */
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Figure 4: Opteron
/* to another processor could start from this. */
/* Parameter adjustments */
−−a;
x dim1 = *ldx;
x offset = 1 + x dim1;
x −= x offset;

20

/* Function Body */
i 1 = *nr;
for (r = 1; r <= i 1; ++r ) {
i 2 = *nq;
for (q = 1; q <= i 2; ++q) {
qr = (q − 1) * *ia2 + 1 + (r − 1) * *ia3;
i 3 = *np;
for (p = 1; p <= i 3; ++p) {
sum = 0.;
sqr = qr;
i 4 = *ns;
for (s = 1; s <= i 4; ++s) {
sum += a[sqr] * x[s + p * x dim1];
sqr += *ia1;
}
t0[p − 1] = sum;
}
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pqr = qr;
i 3 = *np;
for (p = 1; p <= i 3; ++p) {
a[pqr] = t0[p − 1];
pqr += *ia1;
}
}
}
return 0;
} /* doitgen ref

4.2

*/
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GCO-generated doitgen

int min(int ,int );
int doitgen ref (double *a,int *ia1,int *ia2,int *ia3, double *x,
int *ldx, int *np, int *nq, int *nr, int *ns)
{
int var 0;
/* System generated locals */
int x dim1;
int x offset;
int i 1;
int i 2;
int i 3;
int i 4;
/* Local variables */
int p;
int q;
int r ;
int s;
double t0[30];
int qr;
int pqr;
double sum;
int sqr;
/* Parameter adjustments */
−−a;
x dim1 = *ldx;
x offset = 1 + x dim1;
x −= x offset;
/* Function Body */
i 1 = *nr;
for ( var 0 = 1; var 0 <= i 1; var 0 += 8) {
for (r = var 0; r <= min(i 1,( var 0 + 7)); r
6

doitgen ref
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+= 1) {

for (q = 1; q <= i 2; q += 1) {
qr = ((q − 1) * *ia2 + 1) + (r − 1) * *ia3;
i 3 = *np;
for (p = 1; p <= i 3; p += 1) {
sum = 0.0;
sqr = qr;
i 4 = *ns;
for (s = 1; s <= −5 + i 4; s += 6) {
sum += a[sqr] * x[(s + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
sum += a[sqr] * x[((1 + s) + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
sum += a[sqr] * x[((2 + s) + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
sum += a[sqr] * x[((3 + s) + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
sum += a[sqr] * x[((4 + s) + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
sum += a[sqr] * x[((5 + s) + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
}
for (; s <= i 4; s += 1) {
sum += a[sqr] * x[(s + p * x dim1)];
sqr += *ia1;
}
t0[(p − 1)] = sum;
}
pqr = qr;
i 3 = *np;
for (p = 1; p <= −5 + i 3; p += 6) {
a[pqr] = t0[(p − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
a[pqr] = t0[((1 + p) − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
a[pqr] = t0[((2 + p) − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
a[pqr] = t0[((3 + p) − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
a[pqr] = t0[((4 + p) − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
a[pqr] = t0[((5 + p) − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
}
for (; p <= i 3; p += 1) {
a[pqr] = t0[(p − 1)];
pqr += *ia1;
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}
}
i 2 = *nq;
}
}
return 0;
/* doitgen ref

4.3

80

*/

Wrapper doitgen

#include "f2c.h"
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS
/*$ATLAS

ROUTINE DOITGEN REF */
SIZE 1:31:1 */
ARG IA1
IN
int
1
*/
ARG IA2
IN
int
$size
*/
ARG A[IA2][IA2][IA2] INOUT double $rand */
ARG X[IA2][IA2] IN
double $rand
*/
ARG LDX
IN
int
$size
*/
ARG NP
IN
int
$size
*/
ARG NQ
IN
int
$size
*/
ARG NR
IN
int
$size
*/
ARG NS
IN
int
$size
*/

extern int doitgen ref (double *a, int *ia1, int *ia2,
int *ia3, double *x, int *ldx, int *np, int *nq,
int *nr, int *ns);
/* Subroutine */ int doitgen ref(int ia1, int ia2,
double *a, double *x, int ldx, int np, int nq,
int nr, int ns)
{
int ia3=ia2*ia2, mu=1, xvt dim1=ia2, xvt dim2=ia2;
double *xvt;
int x offset = 1 + xvt dim1 * (1 + xvt dim2);
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doitgen ref

20

x −= x offset;
xvt=&x[(mu * xvt dim2 + 1) * xvt dim1 + 1];
doitgen ref (a, &ia1, &ia2, &ia3, xvt, &ldx, &np, &nq, &nr, &ns);
30

return 0;
} /* doitgen ref wrap */
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Conclusion

We have demonstrated that the Generic Code Optimization system is effective at optimizing
the doitgen computational kernel code. With less effort than it would take to tune by hand,
we achieved better performance than both the hand-tuned version and the version generated
by a general-purpose optimizing compiler. Also the resulting C code is readable enough that
further optimizations not provided by the LoopProcessor could be performed by hand.
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